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Those are Thomas Edison’s words, words that resonate with us and probably 
with most of our customers--folks who have found something they love to do, 
are very good at because they enjoy it so much and thus have earned the ability 
to pursue their love of hunting, the outdoors and everything else that goes 
along with that.  We take it as our responsibility at African Sporting Creations 
to bring you more joy in whatever you choose to spend your time doing - 
whether that is a day at the office, having some cocktails with friends, relaxing 
in your trophy room or a day afield.

Time after time, our customers tell us essentially the same thing: “I come to 
you for things I can’t find anywhere else.”  Your feedback makes perfect sense 
because more than 80% of our sales are generated from exclusive offerings: 
products we make ourselves, like our award-winning shooting sticks; design 
and have made for us, like our wide range of exotic leather accessories; or 
marquis items with very selective distribution, like Courteney® boots and 
Melvill & Moon British Campaign Furniture.
 
In many cases, our new items are ones you specifically request-like our new .500 
NE Cape buffalo culling belt.  Talking to almost 100 of you each month and 
more importantly, listening to what you have to say, has helped us to take the 
guess work out of our new product introductions.  This approach has allowed 
us to carve out a special spot in the marketplace and we will continue to expand 
our offerings within the reserved space you have set aside for us. You “spoke” 
and we listened-in this catalog you will find 25 new items and 20 of them are 
African Sporting Creations exclusives.

Left to our own devices, each of us would create our very own dream job-lots of 
the good with none of the bad.  For us that would mean a white board, a bunch 
of erasable markers and lots of time field testing our new creations-which is 
essentially what we get to do today! Thank you for letting us do what we love 
and for allowing us to help you put a little more enjoyment and adventure in 
everything you do.

Good hunting,

“I never worked a day in my life,
  it was all fun.”
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Many years ago we only offered one product:  African Shooting Sticks.
We set out to make the best ones available and the rest of the business 
developed from that first, initial product. As a result of the success 
of our original offering, we have expanded our shooting stick line 
to include the widest assortment found anywhere.  Every model is 
designed to fit into an airline approved gun case so you can practice 
with the same set you take with you during your travels.

african SHOOTING STICKS

UNCONDITIONAL

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
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Jim has experimented with various 
woods, improving the design with each 
generation until now he is close enough 
to perfect to rate a GRAY'S BEST.

Terry Wieland 
Expeditions & Guides
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turnbull SHOOTING STICKS 

Turnbull Manufacturing color case hardened the steel take-down connectors showcased on this 
offering.  Turnbull is the preeminent practitioner of this timeless process, which graced the finest 
rifles, pistols, and shotguns from the golden age of American firearms production. 

To support the added weight of the steel connectors, we selected an exotic red-toned Jatoba for the 
rigid, kiln-dried shafts, and finished them with clear poly to highlight the color and graining of this stunning wood.   
We have made thousands of shooting sticks since 2002 and during that time we have perfected our craft.  We are 
pleased to bring you this model that leverages all of our experience and enables us to elevate the functionality 
inherent in all of our shooting sticks to a work of art.  $499  Engrave name for  $49-Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.

How do these sticks differ from our 
Platinum Grade offerings?  

 » Steel color case hardened connectors  
expertly done by Turnbull Manufacturing.  

 » Extra-soft, hand-sewn, circular American 
bison leather tops protect the checkering 
on your fine rifle. 

 » Custom made brass sleeves line the holes 
where the three shafts are joined.  This was 
done to replicate the way high-end rifle 
maker’s accent their locking lug bolts. 
 

 » Beautiful 5 MM mammoth ivory “night 
sights” inlaid into the two shafts grasped 
for set-up.  This was inspired by bespoke 
double rifles that used a flip-up ivory front 
sight for low-light conditions. 
 

 » Concealed screws affix the color case 
hardened connectors to the wooden shafts 
without blemishing them in any way. 
 

 » An unobtrusive O-ring at the base of each 
connector (see Mammoth ivory inset 
photo) minimizes the possibility of the 
connectors coming into contact with each 
other.  

 » Heavy-duty canvas carrying case. 

 » Weigh approximately 3.5 lbs. or about a 
pound more than our Aluminum models.  
 

Bison Leather Tops

Optional Engraving

Mammoth Ivory
Night Sights

Turnbull Color Case
Hardenend Connectors

Wood Shafts

Brass Sleeves

Jatoba
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All sets come with the following:

 » Gray hippo or gray elephant hand-
sewn, leather tops 

 » Shock cord holes lined with custom 
brass sleeves 

 » Mammoth ivory “Night Sights” so 
you know which two legs to grasp for 
set-up 

 » Three anodized aluminum 
connectors engraved with the name 
of the three wood species 

 » Heavy-duty canvas carrying case 

 » The only option offered on these 
top-of-the-line sticks is engraving the 
lucky recipient’s name in the wood of 
the middle shaft.

Hippo or Elephant Tops

Mammoth Ivory
Night Sights

Brass Sleeves

DARK CONTINENT SHOOTING STICKS

Optional EngravingExotic Wood Legs

LIMITED EDITION STICKS
Only one dozen sets of this special 
model will be made each year and 
they come with a numbered and 

signed letter of authenticity.

Red, black and brown are the colors most commonly found on Maasai warrior shields 
and that is why we selected three stunning exotic woods in the same colors for this 
exciting new model. The wood shafts are hand-finished from African Sapele (red), 
African Wenge (black) and African Shedua (brown).  We engrave each of the top 
three connectors with the names of its wood species so you will always remember 
them.  The sticks are available in large length only (fit those 69”-75” tall), weigh 
less than 3 pounds, and are 36" unassembled. 

Our Dark Continent Shooting Sticks are perfect to hang a favorite hat or binoculars 
from in a special corner of your trophy room or to commemorate a special hunt with 
your son or daughter.  They are a great gift to your PH or to use on your  next hunting trip 
locally or abroad. $429   Engrave name for  $49-Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.
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PLATINUM SEASONED HUNTER STAFF-One of 
our “seasoned citizens” wanted a shooting stick that would 
double as a stout walking staff to help him navigate the 
toughest terrain. The 1” diameter exotic wood shaft is very 
strong, and it is combined with a virtually indestructible 
take-down connector.   The pictures below will give you 
a good idea of the features we incorporate into one of the 
nicest products we make. Available in the three exotic 
woods pictured on the next page. $449 for burr antler top,  
$399 for main beam antler.  Specify your actual height in inches 
and whether you use a scope or iron sights.  Engrave name for 
$49-Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.

HEAVY-DUTY BIPOD-PH Len Taylor from Zimbabwe 
challenged us to build him a bipod that would be rock 
steady and virtually indestructible.  This is what we 
created.  The 1” diameter construction is super strong 
and the Ash shafts are incredibly tough.  The take-down 
connectors are the same ones we designed for the Green 
Beret snipers to use with the .50 caliber BMG round.  These 
sticks feature thick rubber tops and a heavy-duty canvas 
carrying case. $249 Available in Large (69-75”). Engrave 
name for $49-Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.

Fallow Deer Burr Top
(MONOPOD MODEL)

Take-Down Connector
(BOTH MODELS)

monopods, bipods & shorties

Middle Section
(BOTH MODELS)

PRONE SHORTIES are for spot and stalk varmint 
hunters who want a stable, light-weight model that can fit 
in their back pocket.  They measure approximately 18.5” 
overall and come with our hand-sewn circular leather tops. 
Gold Grade w/exotic wood-$49 or Silver Grade w/ Hickory-$39
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african SHOOTING STICKS

SHOOTING STICKS

Craig Boddington

Choose from three exotic woods

Leopardwood   Shedua      Jatoba

SILVER AFRICAN SHOOTING STICKS
These are just as functional as the Platinum exotic wood 
ones above, but without all the bells and whistles.  Shafts 
are Hickory, a tough, rigid wood used for axe handles, 
and these are combined with anodized take-down 
connectors.  Includes one set of machine-sewn leather 
tops and carrying case. This is the same version Dirk de 
Bod, the SCI  and DSC PH of the Year, has been using 
for the past 10 years. Large: for 69’-75” hunters-$229,  XL 
model for hunters 76"+   $249 

PLATINUM EXOTIC WOOD STICKS-These are the quietest, 
lightest, and toughest sticks on the market and are the same ones that 
earned the coveted Gray's Best award in 2009. The rigid, exotic wood 
shafts come with two pairs of  hand-sewn, circular tops that will not snag 
on brush, one in leather and the other in zebra or buffalo. The anodized 
take-down connectors are milled out of solid aluminum and have three 
points of contact for unmatched strength. Use the same sticks the best 
known PHs in the business rely on season after season and that travel 
everywhere with Craig Boddington.  Heavy-duty canvas carrying case 
included.  Available in the three exotic woods pictured.  Specify Medium 
(under 68”), Large (69-75”) and XL (above 76”) $349.  Engrave name for 
$49-Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.

Platinum Shooting Stick Engraving

We are pleased to offer you the  
ability to replace lost components 
or have us recondition your 
shooting sticks. 

Parts & Reconditioning
Replacement Parts

Item Price
Heavy Duty Carrying Case $25
Hand-Sewn Circular Leather Tops $16
(6) Noise Suppression Bumpers $6
Shock Cord $4
(3) Plastic Caps for Bottoms $4
Replace All Parts - Save $10 $45

Factory Reconditioning
Item Price
Sand & Reseal Wood Shafts $30
Sharpen Points on Wood Bottoms $10
Replace Broken Leg $35
Have Us Install All Replacement 
Parts featured to the Left

$55
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carbon fiber shooting sticks & RESTS

Carbon Fiber Shooting Stick

PLATINUM CARBON FIBER SHOOTING STICKS 
are for anyone who wants the lightest and most rigid 
sticks available.  Carbon fiber is four times stronger than 
steel yet weighs less than aluminum.  Standards are 
tapproximately 2.5 lbs, and Featherweights use a short-
er connector to save additional ounces.  Full Length 
Featherweights -$449, Full Length Standards -$429,  
Large (69-75”) and XL (above 76”).  Engrave  name for 
$49-Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.  

rests

DOUBLE RIFLE REST-(left) Padded leather rest is 
designed to slip over our shooting sticks and fits wide 
double rifle forends like a glove but will also work with bolt 
actions. Allows you to stand up and roll with the recoil.  $39

PADDED BLIND REST-(right) Filled with light-weight 
beads encased in thick leather with two weighted flaps and 
is designed to be used from the windows of rigid blinds. $39

"I am a firm believer in "African style shooting sticks" and 
have been using sticks from African Sporting Creations for 
several seasons. This year African Sporting Creations' screw-in 
tripod has become a permanent part of my gear. I took them 
to Pakistan in January where I used them "short" to take a Sind 
Ibex and "long" to take a Himalayan Ibex at long range in deep 
snow. Right now I am in Argentina--and you can bet my sticks 
are here with me!"                                              - Craig Boddington
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Our Most Versatile Sticks

super compacts & brush sticks 

brush sticks 

SUPER COMPACTS are for those who like to travel with 
their firearms incognito in a shorter take-down case (Blaser®, 
double rifles) and need a more compact set of shooting 
sticks.  Instead of one set of anodized take-down connectors, 
these have two.  The shorter wood sections make these sticks 
even more rigid than our other models. To make sure you 
can plant them in the ground, pointed tips are always facing 
down whether you use one, two, or all three sections. These 
are also our most versatile shooting sticks.  Use the top 
section alone to shoot from the prone position.  Connect 
the top section to the bottom ones which feature quiet wood 
points to shoot from the kneeling position or to make a 48" 
walking staff for navigating rough terrain.   Use all three 
sections to shoot from the standing position.   
Featherweights-Weigh approximately 2.5 lbs. and use red-
toned African Sapele, a light-weight but very rigid exotic 
hardwood for the top and bottom sections.  Hickory stained 
a medium brown color is used for the middle sections. $399

Standards-Weigh approximately 3.5 lbs. and use hickory 
stained medium brown for all sections.  $349

Large size fits hunters 69”-75”, and the longest section measures 
26”.  XL fits hunters above 76”, and the longest section measures 
28” (will fit in a Blaser® case).  Engrave your name on the connector 
for $49. Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.  

Our Brush Sticks are 70” when 
assembled and 46” long when the 27” 
bottom sections are removed to allow 
for greater ease of use from the kneeling 
or sitting positions.  They are also the 
perfect height to use as a staff when 
navigating uneven ground.  They fit 
into a full-length gun case for easy air 
transport.  Specify L length for hunters 
up to 75’ and XL for those over 76”-
$249.  Engrave name for $49 –Order by 
12/18 for holiday delivery.
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essential gear

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION OPTION 1 PRICE OPTION 2 PRICE

Travel Airline Approved Cases Original TUFFPAK $409 SA-4 Ammo Case $79

Courteney® Ostrich Pack $899 Courtney® Impala Haversack $449

Compression Socks Travel Socks $20 Specify M, L, or XL

Hydration Pack Hunting Pack Camelback Hydration Pack $130

First Aid Adventure Medical Kits The Grizzly $119 The Hunter $89

Blister Care Blister Kit (3 Part) $25 Leatherman® Micra $39

Bug Repellent Bug Spray/Lotions Picaridin Lotion (4) $25 Permethrin $19

Mesh Clothing/Itch Relief Bug-Out Mesh Suit $49 AfterBite (2 tubes) $10

Eye/Sun Protection Wiley X® Sunglasses “Knife” $109 “Romer II” $84

Tilley Hat S, M, L, or XL Snap-Up Brim $69 Broader Brim $74

Snake/Thorn Protection TurtleSkin® Gear TurtleSkin® Gaiters $149

Shooting Sticks Carbon Fiber Platinum Featherweights $449 Supercompact  FW $429

African Shooting Sticks Platinum Grade $349 Silver Grade $229

Bipods Carbon Fiber Version $289 Heavy-Duty Version $249

Filled Leather Rests Double Rifle Tripod Rest $39 Padded Blind Rest $39

Safari Footwear Courteney® Boots Selous $379 Safari $299

Gaiters Courteney®  Gaiters $50

Hunting Socks Rohner Trekking $25 Specify S, M. L or XL

Ammo/Optics Carriers Leather Culling Belts Elephant & Leather $249 Cape Buffalo & Leather $229

Slings Zebra or Elephant Inlay (Reg) $119 Courteney® Buffalo Sling $99

Ammo Wallets Double Rifle Six Pack $80 Safari Five Wallet $80

Optics Carriers Detachable Scope Carrier $49 Safari Binocular Sling $30

Big Bore Accessories Rifle Cases Cape Buffalo Scoped $499 Cape Buffalo Double Rifle $499

Safari Cleaning Kit Rod, Jag, Brush, Oil, Cloth $99 Big Bore Snap Caps (pair) $40

Perfect Shot Targets Big Five $16.95 Plains Game $16.95

Safari Clothing Long Sleeve Safari Shirts Courteney® in Khaki $79

Safari Long Pants & Shorts Two Pants in Green $55 ea. Two Shorts in Green $40 ea.
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PICARIDIN BUG REPELLENT repels 
mosquitos and ticks like DEET but also 
repels biting flies, horse flies (greenheads or 
stable flies), black flies, no-see-ums, gnats, 
chiggers and sand flies for 14 hours.  Kit 
includes three 4 oz. tubes of lotion and one ½ oz. 
spray tube of Picardin  $25

BLISTER CARE-Don’t spend half  your 
safari and thousands of dollars getting a badly 
infected blister treated. 3-pc kit-$25

safety & bug repellent

TURTLESKIN SNAKE ARMOR 
GAITERS protect against 
snakebites and are engineered 
to offer the highest level of 
protection in a soft,  waterproof 
garment that weighs 1/3 less than 
traditional, rigid protection gear.  
Reversible and one-size-fits-all.  $149

BUG-OUT SUIT is constructed of durable, 
lightweight no-see-um mesh and encloses 
your entire body for protection against 
biting insects-$49

INSULATED DEERSKIN GLOVES
Supple deer leather is combined with 100 grams 
of Thinsulate® to keep your hands warm while 
doing cold weather chores or driving.  Walnut in 
Men’s M, L, XL & 2XL- $59

PERMETHRIN CLOTHING 
TREATMENT-Apply to clothing 
for over 40 days of protection. As 
effective as 100% DEET.  24 oz. 
trigger spray bottle. $19 

AFTERBITE-Most powerful itch 
relief available for bites and stings. 
$10 (2 tubes)

LEATHERMAN MICRA is the most 
popular mini they offer and has 10 tools 
that includes tweezers for pulling thorns and 
scissors for cutting moleskin. $39
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EXOTIC HIDE RIFLE CASES are available in three 
African hide choices and combine stunning good 
looks with old world craftsmanship.  Complete with  
wrap-a-round handles, a full suede lining, high-density 
padding, protective stock flaps and a heavy-duty YKK 
zipper.  SCOPED RIFLE CASES fit firearms up to 
46”, long enough for magnum length barrels with 
a brake.  DOUBLE RIFLE CASES (left) have a 
circular cup sewn in the tip 
(see image at right) to prevent 
all types of side-by-sides from 
twisting in the case and is 
wide enough to accommodate 
12 gauge S x S  shotguns. Fits 
double rifles and SxS shotguns 
up to 42.5".  Same price for both types of cases. 
Elephant $699, Cape buffalo/Zebra $599 and Cape buffalo 
$499.  Monogram for $15 -Order by 12/18 for holiday 
delivery.

rifle & AMMO cases

STRONG® AMMO CASES-For flights into South 
Africa, ammo must now be locked in a separate metal 
case.  SA-6 $89: Holds 
two more boxes of 
each and interior is 
8.5” x 9.75” x 3.5”

SA-4 $79:  Fits three 
boxes of big bore or 
four smaller boxes and 
interior is 8.5” x 6.5” x 
3.5”     

COMPRESSION SOCKS 
are a must for long flights 
as they help promote 
blood flow.  Over-the-calf 
with reinforced toe and  heel.  
M, L & XL $20 

SAFARI BOOKS AND DVDs–Get in the safari spirit with these 
bestsellers by Craig Boddington and Dr. Kevin Robertson.  Many  

  more books and DVDs available on-line.

  TITLE                          FORMAT  PRICE 
  Safari Rifles II          Book         $50
  The Perfect Shot (large)           Book     $65
  Boddington on Leopard          DVD     $40
  Boddington on Lion         DVD     $40

ORIGINAL TUFFPAK® will 
carry up to three scoped rifles 
or as many as five shotguns 
up to 50" in overall length in 
ultimate security. It is well 
balanced and rolls effortlessly 
behind you no matter how 
much you've put inside.  Your 
firearms are safe and secure, 
and you'll have your soft cases 
to protect your guns when 
you arrive without taking up 
extra room in your luggage.   
Outside height: 52", Weight: 
18lbs, Key Lock, Capacity: 
2-3 full length rifles or up to 5 
shotguns in soft cases.  $409. 
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SAFARI CLEANING KIT-Comes in a thick 
15” canvas case that contains all the items shown 
to clean your Big Bore in the field.   Includes a 3-pc 
brass rod, silicone cloth, lubricant, Kynoch jag 
and brush.  Available in .375-500 NE. $99 

PERFECT SHOT TARGETS-Practice with 
these Big Five or Plains Game targets and 
bring home the perfect trophy!  Each package 
contains five posters that measure 2’ x 3’.  $16.95 ea.

safari  essentials & clothing

COURTENEY® SAFARI 
SHIRT-Made from tough, 
100% cotton twill with 
pleated, billowed pockets, 
buttons for holding up sleeves, 
extendable sun shade collar 
and the logo on the left. 
M,  L, XL, 2XL & 3XL $79

SOLE INSERTS-Mold to your 
feet in a week or warm them 
in an oven for an instant fit, 
allowing those with a narrow 
foot to obtain a proper fit with 
our wide-cut Courteney ® boots.  
Men’s US 8-12 in thin (1.6MM) 
$45 or thick (3.2MM) $50

ROHNER® TREKKING 
SOCKS are made in Switzerland 
from the best itchless merino 
wool and feature a unique 
cushioning system engineered to 
meet the demands of anyone who 
walks long distances.  Men’s S, M, 
L & XL $25

HUNTER PANTS 
& SHORTS
Constructed with 5½ oz 
lightweight "tropicool 
cotton "pigment dyed, 
to give a worn look, soft 
garment washed, pre-shrunk. 
Washable by the river or in 
your washing machine. 
Pants $55, Shorts $40

DAGGA BOY KNIVES combine beautiful design with black 
African Cape buffalo horn and creamy white warthog ivory for 
a striking contrast.  Hand made leather sheath included.  Specify 
drop-point (top) or skinner (bottom). $399 ea.

CORDURA SCOPE 
CASE-Accepts scopes 
up to 2.5” across by 
12” long and can be 
worn on a culling belt 
or over the shoulder. 
Zipper top with tough 
Cordura® exterior and 
padded foam lining 
for extra protection.  
$49
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DELUXE RANGE BAG 
Measures 15”W x 12”H 
x 9” overall and also has a 
13”W x 7”H x 2” outside 
pocket for gloves, glasses 
and other gear. The four-flap 
top is  big enough for a case 
of shotgun shells, hearing 
protection, etc. Rolled 
carrying handles, heavy-duty 
hardware and a padded, 
adjustable shoulder strap 
make this easy to carry.  $399

DOUBLE RIFLE SIX PACK 
fits .450, .470 and .500 NE 
cartridges and is in a 2x2x2 
style.  SAFARI FIVE WALLET 
holds five rounds of .338, .375, 
.416 and .458 rounds. $80 each

ZEBRA OR ELEPHANT SLING-(above) Hand-sewn, extra-
wide, padded sling designed to our specs for carrying heavy, 
big bore rifles. The circular grip and thumb-hole allow you to 
comfortably secure your rifle during long treks. Regular $119 ( for 
rifles where the front sling post is in the fore end)  XL $129 ( for big bores 
and double rifles with barrel bands. )

ELEPHANT OR CAPE BUFFALO CULLING BELTS
(right)  The cartridge rim sits above the leather, and the buckle 
is out of the way when the ammo is on your shooting side. The 
bullet loops are sized to hold belted magnum cartridges from 
7MM-.416 caliber.  They are sized to fit over an existing belt so 
order your regular size.  Small (30-36”), Med (38-44”) and Lg. (46-
52) Elephant: $249; Cape Buffalo: $229  Monogram either one for 
$15-Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.

big bore slings & ammo carriers

.500 NE CULLING BELT-Our new .500 Nitro Ex-
press Culling Belt is made with 8 Cape buffalo bullet 
loops (leather prototype shown below)  and specifically 
designed to hold cartridges too big for the two belts 
beneath it.  It is sized for the .470 NE, .500 NE, .505 
Gibbs and it will even accept larger ones with a little 
break-in.  S, M, L & XL  $229-Monogram for $15-Order 
by 12/18 for holiday delivery. 
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The SAFARI is a 
shorter, 4” tall ankle 
height version of the 
Selous and their second 
most popular style.  
This is Courtney’s 
quintessential stalking 
boot.  Men’s US 8-12. 
$299 

The SELOUS features tough 
Cape buffalo uppers and a soft 
impala skin padded collar sur-
rounding the ankle to provide 
support and comfort.  This is 
our best seller and comes with 
a full range of accessories to 
keep them in perfect condition.  
Men’s US 7-15.5.  $379

courteney® boots 
Constructed entirely by hand from Cape buffalo hide uppers, each is as 
individual as the serial number it bears.  These are made without a water-
proof membrane to allow them to breathe freely which makes you less 
susceptible to blisters.  We inventory over $100,000 of their fourteen most 
popular styles in Ohio so orders ship the next day.  Wear the legendary safari 
boot of Africa on your next adventure! 

The IMPI utilizes basic 
Oxford construction but 
features extended facing 
swept back for additional 
ankle support, and a hard-
wearing toe cap. Available 
in all brown Cape buffalo 
with a ripple sole. Men’s 
US 8-12.  $319

HUNTER-This below-
the-ankle boot features a 
padded collar, extended 
facing for additional ankle 
support and a ripple sole 
that allows you to move 
with stealth.  Men’s US 
8.0-12; Women's US 6.5-
10.5. $299

The BUSHVELD is a
slightly shorter version of the 
Safari that features two-tone 
Cape buffalo hide uppers, 
soft rubber ripple sole and 
brass speed lacing which 
makes this an excellent 
choice for everyday wear. 
Men’s US 8-12. $239

The VELLIE (pronounced
fellie) is a casual model
with distinctive styling
enhancements you can wear 
into town or to the office.  
Several customers say they 
have had theirs for more  
than a dozen years.  Men’s 
8-12 in light tan suede. $180

Left boot is 1 year old 
and right boot is brand 
new-color evens quickly 
with application of 
leather conditioner.

14

The PATROL is a military 
styled boot, lacing all the way 
to the top with a soft antelope 
hide collar and full bellows 
tongue.  Designed with the 
hunter in mind, the Patrol 
gives extra support for the 
most demanding pursuits.  
Men’s US 8-12. $319
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HIPPO SAFARI-This tough hide has 
a texture similar to elephant but is much 
softer to the touch and is finished in a rich 
brown color (left) or a gray color (right) 
similar to elephant.  The casual cleat sole 
makes this model ideal for office use or a 
night on the town. Men’s US 8-12. $599 

BUFFALO & CROC SAFARI-Combines brown Cape 
buffalo with chocolate Nile crocodile accents. The tough and 
beautiful belly skin of this apex predator is showcased on 
luxury goods from around the world and adorns everything 
from luggage to designer purses. Men’s US 8-12. $749 

NILE CROC IN CHOCOLATE (left) AND TOFFEE (right) -The tough and beautiful belly skin of this apex 
predator is showcased on luxury goods from around the world and adorns everything from luggage to designer purses. 
Boots costing more than twice as much use less than half the crocodile hide of this model and usually take half a year or 
more to have custom-made.   The casual cleat sole in natural rubber makes this model ideal for office use or a night on the 
town. Men’s US 8-12. $999

exotic courteney®  boots

OSTRICH SAFARI-We are pleased to offer the Safari 
in full quill Ostrich. Ostrich leather is strong, durable and 
luxurious. The casual cleat sole makes this model ideal for 
office use or a night on the town. Men’s US 8-12  with casual 
cleat sole; Women's US 6.5-10.5 with ripple sole.  $499 
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COURTENEY® LADIES WRIST BAG
The beauty lies in the supple, fine-grained Kudu 
leather which is dyed through in a choice of colors.  
Measures 11" x 7" x 1".  Textures available are regular 
leather and suede finish. Front to back,  Honey Leather, 
Chocolate Suede,  Denim Suede, Plum Leather. $99

courteney®  accessories

COURTENEY® GAITERS are 5” 
tall and made from Cape buffalo 
hide.  They are the perfect pairing 
for your safari boots as they are 
quieter than nylon models. $50

COURTENEY® SLING-This double stitched 
beauty incorporates all the quality features you 
expect from a Courteney product.  Adjust for a 
custom fit from 20”- 37” and use it with either ¾” 
or 1” swivels.  (shown left)  $99

COURTENEY® HAVERSACKS are ideal for an overnight adventure or 
for carrying the essentials on safari. Made with the same quality standards 
you expect from all of the fine products from Courteney®, these packs will 
provide decades of enjoyment. Ostrich Quill (left) $899 and Impala (right) $449

COURTENEY® CAPE BUFFALO 
BELTS-Two thick and supple Cape 
buffalo strips are sewn together to 
ensure this belt will last for decades. 
The contrasting leather logo patch is 
displayed on the buckle side of this 1.5” 
casual belt.  Brown or Black. Sizing is easy: 
measure your existing belt from the hole you 
use to the end of the buckle and order the 
closest even size between 34”-44”.  $119

16
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courteney®  CUSTOM ORDERS
It's easy to create your own boot.  Our new online custom ordering 
system lets you design a shoe or boot that is tailored specifically
to you.  Follow these four simple steps:

Get the Right Fit with a 
"Trial Pair"

For customers who are 
unsure of sizing, we'll 
automatically ship out a "trial 
pair".  The additional $20 
covers shipping one-way; you 
are responsible for return 
shipping. These trial boots/
shoes are ONLY to ensure 
the correct fit and may only 
be worn indoors. Please 
return the trial pair within 5 
days of receiving them. 

QUICK FAQ'S

SELECT YOUR STYLESTEP 2

TELL US YOUR SIZESTEP 1

SELECT YOUR LEATHER/COLORSTEP 3

SELECT YOUR SOLESTEP 4

Men's:   U.S. Sizes 7- 15.5   |   Women's:  U.S. Size  6.5 - 10.5

Delivery Time
Approximately 120 days 

When do I pay?  
Your credit card will be 
charged at time of the order. 

Do you offer ladies custom 
boots?  
Yes, see the Women's Custom 
Courteney page on our site.

17AGGRESSIVE "TIRE TREAD" MIDDLE OF THE ROAD "CLEAT" SMOOTH & QUIET "RIPPLE"

SELOUS

NILE CROC IN CHOCOLATE

OSTRICH IN COGNAC

HUNTER

PATROL

HIPPO IN BROWN SUEDE

BROWN CAPE BUFFALO

DENIM CAPE BUFFALO

VELLIE

SAFARI

NILE CROC IN TOFFEE

2-TONE CAPE BUFFALO

OLIVE CAPE BUFFALO

BUSHVELD

IMPI

HIPPO IN GREY SUEDE

BLACK CAPE BUFFALO

Men's & Women's Men's & Women'sMen's Only
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jewelry & exotic accessories 
MEN’S ELEPHANT BRACELETS-These adjustable bracelets are 
Gold and Silver replicas of African elephant hair bracelets originally 
made thousands of years ago by tribal hunters from the tail hairs of 
elephants.   They were given as gifts and worn with the belief that they 
would provide good health and safety. Each bracelet is hand-crafted by a 
Botswana PH who hunted these magnificent animals for the better part 
of three decades.  Men's 4-Knot: Gold $319, Silver $249

EXOTIC HIDE COASTERS-Our set of four, 
rounded corner, exotic hide drink coasters bring 
you right back to the Dark Continent regardless 
of where you enjoy your next sundowner. They 
are just under a ½” thick and each one features a 
heavy leather base sewn to a thick piece of exotic 
hide.   Zebra or Elephant-$129  Monogram top 
coaster for  $15.  Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.

EAGLE TUSK SHOE HORN
Custom fitted, polished ivory 
warthog tusk expertly carved into an 
eagle head. Measures 22".  The hand-
turned African Bubinga shaft is fitted 
with heavy-duty brass hardware and a 
braided Italian leather loop for ease of 
hanging.  $349

3-PIECE SETS-A passport holder, checkbook holder and 
business card/front pocket wallet-all in one matching hand-sewn 
set. Features heavy-duty stitching and supple tanned hides. Each 
piece is stamped with our logo to avoid any issues with USF&G when 
returning from abroad. This is the perfect gift for the adventurous 
traveler. 3-piece set, Cape Buffalo, Elephant or Zebra-$199 Monogram inside 
cover of passport holder for  $15.  Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.

DRESSER CADDY-Extra thick 7” x 7” 
cowhide frame with an eye-catching exotic 
hide panel.  Never misplace your keys or wallet 
again!  Elephant or Zebra-$99  Monogram for  $15.  
Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.
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crocodile & alligator accessories

The BI-FOLD (top)  measures
 4 ½” x 3 ½” and the hide is sewn
right over the finest calf skin 
available. $299   
FRONT POCKET (bottom) This 3” x 4” piece has cash and 
card slots.  Ideal for those who like their essentials up front.  $199

CROC BELTS-Made from the most durable and desirable portion of the hide, the ridged Hornback.  Both styles 
feature detachable buckles and color coordinated hardware.  Sizing is easy: Measure your existing belt from the hole 
you use to the end of the buckle and order the closest even size   The RANGER BELT (left) measures 1¼” wide with 
two eye-catching Hornback panels inlaid on both sides of the buckle sewn to thick leather ends.  Sizes 32”-46” Our 
CASUAL BELT (right) measures 1 3/8” and is a perennial customer favorite.  Sizes 32"-52" Both are  
available in Mahogany (reddish brown) or black-$399 

CROCODILE TOOTH PENDANT- Each is present-
ed on a leather cord with an adjustable slip knot.   $69

CROCODILE HAT 
BANDS-Adjustable to 
perfectly fit any hat.  $99 
with teeth,  $69 without teeth.

GATOR BI-FOLD &
FRONT POCKET WALLETS
Made from huge  hides that 
offer greater durability than 
smaller farm raised hides because 
they are 2-3 times thicker with 
staggered scales, providing 
superior resistance to cracking. 

GATOR WEEKENDER BAG-Custom made in the 
USA from one entire wild monster gator hide.  The 
entire exterior is gator, including the handles and the 
tail is sewn into the interior pocket with the CITES 
tag attached.  Exterior is a rich, chocolate brown 
color.  Red, high-grade leather is used for  the interior.  
These heavy-duty bags are sewn using super-strength 
thread and are built to last several lifetimes. Comes 
complete with matching DOP kit and heavy duty 
shoulder strap.   22" long x 12" wide x 12" tall.   $6,000
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ZEBRA SKIN OFFICE CHAIR-This beautifully made piece 
features the natural beauty of real Burchell Zebra combined with 
top-grain leather, striking nail head accents, and a solid wood 
frame.  The adjustment mechanism allows you to raise or lower the 
seat to the perfect height.  $3,400

NITRO EXPRESS 
PEN CADDY
is hand-crafted from 
new .470 brass cases.  
Discs are turned from 
thick, select pieces of 
zebrawood.  Bottom has 
clear bumpers to protect 
your desk.  $99

OFFICE

.470 NE DESK SET-Features 
a 2.5” chrome magnifying glass 
and a 6” letter opener; both with 
.470 NE case handles.  The per-
fect accessory for the double rifle 
aficionado.  $119/set

REAL OR FAUX MAMMOTH IVORY PENS-Hand-turned from mammoth 
ivory or faux ivory and African Blackwood.  Pens take standard refills and real 
ivory pens come complete with a beautiful glass topped presentation case.    
Specify style (Majestic-left,
 or Olympic-right) and
mammoth ivory $499 or 
faux ivory $149.

WILD OLIVE PEN HOLDER-This extremely dense wood 
from Zimbabwe is so heavy it feels almost like it is petrified 
and takes a mirror-like sheen when buffed.  This substantial 
piece holds 2 Sharpie sized markers and three #2 pencils at 
the perfect angle for easy extraction-$79

RHODESIAN TEAK BUSINESS CARD HOLDER-A 
simple design made from one of the most beautiful exotic 
woods in the world, the base measures 4.5” square with two 
quarter-sized dowels to hold business cards in place- $49
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cigar & spirit ACCESSORIES

African Animal Cutters

Top: Original monogrammed with image
 Bottom: Larger "Fat Boy" 

SCRIMSHAWED CIGAR 
CUTTERS-The side panels on these 
are 10,000 year-old mammoth ivory, 
and each one includes an exotic hide 
case. They can be customized with 
initials and/or a favorite image, or 
choose one of our best sellers depicting 
a head shot of a leopard, elephant, lion 
or Cape buffalo. Call us with your 
custom requests.  Monogrammed 
with Image (top right)-$359  or Single 
Panel/African animals-$329; $30 
additional for 'Fat Boy' version  Order 
monogrammed and/or custom images by 
12/2 for holiday delivery.

SCOTCH CARRIER-This custom-made, handstitched thick leather 
carrier will ensure your favorite spirit travels safely. Heavy leather flaps 
separate the four glasses. Make it even more 
special by having the lucky recipient’s name 
monogrammed on the raised leather panel. 
These beautiful pieces measure 13”x 7.5”x 4” 
and will last a lifetime. $299 Monogram for $15
Order by 12/18 for holiday delivery.

WILD OLIVE COASTERS & 
STAND-The six coasters measure 4” 
across and are a ½” thick.  Centuries 
old drying cracks may cause a small 
portion of a coaster to be lost during 
cutting, adding to the character of 
this unique piece from Zimbabwe.  $199

WARTHOG OPENER-A retired 
German silversmith handcrafts 
these XL openers with a meticulous 
attention to detail. $119

WILD OLIVE ASHTRAY-This 
centuries old, extremely dense wood 
from Zimbabwe feels almost like it 
is petrified.   Ashtray measures 5” 
across with an outside dimension of 
approximately 8” - $59   *See web site for 
cigar cutter and cigar barrel featured in the 
photo below.
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rhodesian teak furniture & canes
Our solid Rhodesian Teak Furniture is perfect for those 
who want to relive the allure of the Dark Continent a 
little closer to home.  This is the same species that was 
used to run the railroad line from Cape Town, South 
Africa to Salisbury, Rhodesia (today called Harare, 
Zimbabwe) over 100 years ago.  As one of the most insect 
and moisture resistant woods in the world, it is no wonder 
that portions of that original railway are still in use today. 
FOLDING DIRECTOR'S CHAIR-Our Director's 
Chair is built with durable green rip-stop nylon for a 
lifetime of enjoyment.  $699   
FOLDING SIDE TABLE measures 18” x 18” and is 
the perfect companion piece for our Director’s Chairs. $399  
Both pieces scissor shut for easy storage or transport.  
Professional packing & shipping  $325 within Continental US 
for 2 chairs and side table.

RHODESIAN TEAK STAND-features one of 
the most striking exotic wood species to be found 
anywhere and sturdy solid wood construction.  
The 8 spots on top of the stand line up with 
recesses on the bottom so your treasures stay put. 
At 20 pounds, you can display your spear or cane 
collection without ever having to worry about it 
tipping over.  Takes 15 minutes to assemble. $399

SWORD OR WALKING CANE-Both 
feature a trophy-sized warthog tusk that is 
expertly scrimshawed with a detailed image of 
the African “Big Five”.  The sword cane has a 
mechanism that you push to release the 9” 
circular blade.  Sword Cane $499 or Walking 
Cane $349.  Many states classify sword canes 
as concealed weapons so check with your local 
authorities before purchasing.  Sorry, we are not 
able to ship these to CA, MA or WI.

WARTHOG TUSK GUN RACK-Combines jumbo sized 
warthog tusks and stunning exotic woods for that special firearm. 
Tell us what kind of rifle or shotgun you are hanging and we will 
place the tusks to make sure it is centered and level.  They are 
made by a master cabinet maker and are designed with a KWIK-
Hang bracket system that will have them leveled and hung on 
your wall in no time at all.  Available in Rhodesian Teak (shown), 
Zebrawood and other red and brown toned exotic woods.  $499 
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texas hunting favorites
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WHISKEY TRAVEL BAR comes in 
a leather case with carrying strap that 
contains three 6 oz. flasks with nesting 
glasses that allow you to enjoy a variety 
of spirits after the hunt.$139   Monogram 
metal medallion on top of the case with 
up to 3 initials for $15-order by 12/18 for 
holiday delivery.  

CLASSIC TABLE STAND
European mounting system is 
built from cold-rolled steel and 
hand finished with a custom 
bronze patina. Extremely safe, 
sturdy and functional. No 
drilling or damage to the skull.  
13" x 6" x 7",  Medium and XL 
hooks available. $145

.22 SHELL HOLDER slides on belt 
and has a clasp that will make sure you 
do not lose any when checking your 
targets.  Holds 100 shells. $69

WILEY X ROMER II SUNGLASSES 
Trusted eyewear by military, law 
enforcement and outdoor enthusiasts 
alike.  Non-slip rubberized temples 
and nose piece.  Exceeds ANSI Z87.1-
2003 High Velocity Standard.  $84

COURTENEY "SELOUS" BOOT
This is their top-of-the-line offering and 
the thick rubber soles are so tough you 
no longer need to worry about prickly 
pear thorns coming up through the bot-
toms of your boots when chasing dove, 
quail or whitetails.  Men’s 7-16 US in 
half size increments  $379

DOVE STOOL Sit in comfort in a dove 
field or anywhere else with this luxury 
tripod stool. With leather seat and stained 
legs, this stool will appeal to the discern-
ing outdoor enthusiast. Comes complete 
with it's own leather sling, making car-
rying over long periods of time a breeze. 
Seat height is 24" and will support up to 
275 pounds. $129

ELK WORK GLOVES are 
unlined for added feel and 
protect your hands while working 
around the house or ranch.  
Utilizes tough but supple Elk 
leather that will last for years.  
Gold in Men’s M, L, XL & 2XL-$49

The olive wood coaster set arrived today - they are truly spectacular!!!!!
You sell the coolest stuff - nobody else even comes close.
                                                                                              All the Best,  Dave A.
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BRITISH CAMPAIGN FURNITURE-Each features 
beautiful African mahogany frames, thick saddle leather, solid 
brass fittings and heavy-duty canvas.  Designed to go together 
quickly and break down in minutes, these are attractive 
enough to be displayed inside and rugged enough for field use.  
The chairs and tables come complete with a heavy-duty canvas 
storage tote. The gun rack stores up to nine firearms in leather 
covered spaces that are wide enough to accommodate S x S 
shotguns.  Order yours today and take a little bit of British 
ingenuity with you wherever you go! 
Gun Rack-$799
Campaign Chair - $599
Campaign Table - $449 
2 Chairs/1 Table-$1,549

trophy room furniture & décor

BILTONG CUTTER-Beautifully crafted 
Rhodesian teak biltong cutter has a base that 
measures 6” x 12” and a removable stainless 
steel blade.  Contoured handle makes quick 
work of any cutting job.  $199

BURCHELL ZEBRA 
RUGS We offer three 
grades of these stunning 
felted rugs, and they measure 
approximately 120” from head 
to tail.

A GRADE-The top 5% 
hand picked for color and 
quality-$2,499

B GRADE-Excellent 
quality with fine 
blemishes-$2,199

ZEBRA SKIN WING BACK 
CHAIR & OTTOMAN
These beautifully made pieces 
were sold for almost twice our 
price when they were being promoted by a famous Italian 
gunmaker.  If you put off purchasing them in the past, now is 
the time to buy this stunning set.  Both pieces feature striking 
nailhead design and solid wood frames and feet.  Jumbo sized 
ottoman measures approx. 15” high, 30” wide and 42” long.  
Chair-$4,400, Ottoman-$2,500
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shields & zulu spears descriptions
 

Old 66” bow made from Black Palm with fiber 
string and 3 barbed bamboo arrows (to left).  This 
very rigid, fibrous black and white wood is used by 
many tribes for bows-$699
42” very old Zulu Chief ebony spear with round 
bottom, great top & bottom wire work-$999
43” very old Zulu Iklwa spear with palm swell 
intact-$599
45” very old Zulu Iklwa spear with some pitting 
on blade. Hide top with fur still intact.  Mini-ball 
(hollow base) expanded to fit on bottom which 
supposedly made warriors impervious to gunfire. 
Should be in a museum-$1499
39” beautifully crafted old Zulu Iklwa spear with 
barley twist top, decorative wire banding and palm 
swell intact-$899
35”heavy,  very old Zulu Iklwa spear that has 
cowhide tail and ornate wire bands top and bot-
tom-$899
Beautifully crafted old 41” Zulu Chief spear with 
long blade completely covered in decorative wire 
banding.  Exceptional craftsmanship-$899
33”very old Zulu Iklwa Spear with palm swell in-
tact and cowhide tail binding securing the blade-$699

36” old Swazi (broke away from Zulu) stabbing 
spear with palm swell intact and plant fiber wrap 
securing the blade-$399

Matched pair of very old and rare 59” Zulu “Ipapa” 
throwing spears (sound they made going through the 
air) with sinew binding securing two beautifully made 
blades-$2999
Old 56” razor sharp spear with octagonal Wenge 
shaft-$499
Old, sleek, wicked barbed 60” throwing spear from the 
Sudan with palm swell intact-$499
Old pair (not matched but same collection) of barbed 
throwing spears, (shorter 58” one with a counterweight) 
from the Sudan-$999
Old 64” Snake handlers stick with leopard spot decora-
tion and  curve in shaft to keep head away from han-
dler-$299
Old bow with sinew string that has seen a lot of use. 
Comes with two old bamboo arrows with long wide, 
metal heads-$499

35” Maasai shield over 100 years old and very 
heavy with heavy main beam and raised boss.  
Dates back to Colonial war period-$2200
Newer 28”  Maasai shield with good colors in nice 
shape-$699
Newer, very large 32” Maasai shield with heavy 
main beam and raised boss-$899
Very heavy 34” Maasai shield with heavy main 
beam, raised boss and rare talisman on strap (see 
bottom right of photo).  Dates back to Colonial war 
period-$2800
Old, 56”extra-long Zulu Iklwa stabbing spear with 
long blade, sinew binding at top with palm swell 
intact.  Only stabbing spear over 48” I have seen in 
25 years that has not been cut down-$1099
Old 47” Zulu Iklwa stabbing spear with cowhide 
tail binding at top and palm swell intact.  Top of 
spear is warped-$799

42” old Swazi stabbing spear with palm swell intact and 
hawks bill knobkerrie with cut-out to pour fat into so 
the head does not crack.  Shaft of club is split at bot-
tom-$899/set
Old 42” Zulu Iklwa spear with cut-down shaft (possibly 
replaced) and nice decorative wire banding at top-$399
Newer 48” Swazi spear with colored wire banding and 
palm swell intact-$399
Rhodesian Teak Sword cane with Big Five scrimshawed 
on warthog tusk handle with concealer trigger-see page 
22 for details.
Leather and fiber Zulu swagger stick  brought back by 
WW II British Officer-$499
Old, big and heavy 32” Knobkerrie with tear-drop head 
that is beautifully crafted-$499
Old Zulu Stabbing spear with cowhide tail top binding, 
unusually long 18” blade w/ blood groove and cut-down 
shaft-$499
Old 33” Zulu Iklwa spear with small, beautifully formed 
blade with warped, cut-down shaft-$399
Old 41” Zulu Iklwa spear with plant fiber binding, cut-
down shaft with 2 hanging holes-$399
Heavily constructed razor sharp spear with metal ring 
securing blade and plant fiber binding.  Believe this 
was used to start the process of butchering jumbo sized 
game-$899
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shields & zulu spears
We have one of the largest antique African weapons collections in the country and are particularly fond of Zulu 
stabbing (Iklwa) spears.  Very old (Zulu Wars-1860’s), Old (turn of the century) and newer (last 50 years).

27
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Old 7' tall (taken apart to fit in photo) Samburu which is beautifully crafted with XL blade that has seen    
some hard use -$549

Old 8’ tall Samburu that is straight as an arrow (taken apart to fit in photo)-$549 

Old 7’ tall (taken apart to fit in photo) Samburu that is straight and nicely crafted with XL blade-$599

Old 7.5’ tall Samburu that is straight as an arrow and beautifully made-$599

Old Slavers spear from the Sudan with high status brass ring on top and metal wrapped bottom-$699

Floating fish spear from Sudan with hollow reed shaft and barbed point-$299

Old Kuba spear from Congo with palm shaped blade and replacement shaft-$299

Old Kuba with metal banding intact and barley twist top with palm shaped blade-$599

Old 56” long-bladed Kuba with intricately carved throwing bulb and bottom weight-$549

Old 58” long-bladed Kuba with tapered back-weighted shaft-$399
 
Old 55” Kuba with carved throwing bulb and rare cowbell bottom-$599

Old 64” Kuba with decorative metal wrapping, carved throwing bulb and rare cowbell bottom-$599

Very Old 78” long-bladed Kuba with decorative metal wrapping and rare cowbell bottom -$499
Mbole (Congo) dowry payment spear with bottom metal-$399
Very old double pointed Chief ’s spear from the Kuba with decorative metal wrapping-$599

Old 64” Maasai Lion Spear that is nicely crafted but has seen some hard use-$499

Old 70” Maasai Lion Spear that has some pitting in the blade-$499

Newer 76” Maasai Lion Spear with replacement shaft- $499

Old 80” Sr. Moran Lion Spear with very long blade and nice top and bottom metal details-$799

Old, heavy and extra-long 87” Sr. Moran Lion Spear with nice, wide blade -$849

Old 64” Jr. Moran (tan shaft) Lion Spear with nice top and bottom metal work-$549

Old 68” Jr. Moran Lion Spear with nice wide blade and bottom metal details -$699

Old, heavy 74” Sr. Moran Lion Spear with great top and bottom metal-$899

Very old 80” Sr. Moran Lion Spear with everything you look for in a museum quality piece, excellent 
metal work with a short shaft, flared guard and detailed bottom metal-$999
Very old 93” Sr. Moran Lion Spear that is the longest we have ever come across with everything you look 
for in a museum quality piece, excellent metal work with a short shaft, flared guard and detailed bottom 
metal-$1199

Maasai Lion & Kuba Spears descriptions
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Maasai Lion & Kuba Spears
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TUSK KEY RING - These 
jewelry quality pieces are 
hand-buffed and topped with 
a custom-fitted brass cap.  
Available in three sizes: 1”Small 
-$39, 3”Medium (Shown) -$49 
and 5”Large -$59

2" CANVAS SLING is a 
third wider than most other 
slings and fits either 3/4" or 
1" swivels.  $44

SHOW SCHEDULE

January 5th - 8th, 2017
Booths 2834

Kay Bailey Hutchison 
Convention Center

February 1st - 4th, 2017
Booths 4382

Mandalay Bay Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV

Please visit us at the following 2017
conventions for exclusive show products.

BINO STRAP-Useful all-
leather piece slides out of the 
way behind your hip when 
not in use.  $30

.500 NITRO BOTTLE 
OPENER is a must-
have bar accessory made 
from a new, unprimed 
.500 NE  case topped with 
a  570  grain solid.  $22

Visit Us
Online!


